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AI-Analyst™
CleanINTERNET Artificial Intelligence Technology

AI-Analyst is an invaluable intelligence-driven tool that is used to massively expand
the coverage of cyber analysis in the era of applied threat intelligence.
Embedded within Centripetal’s CleanINTERNET service,
AI-Analyst enhances our threat event workflow application,
which is used by our cyber analysts to understand critical realtime streaming event data. The functionality of the AI-Analyst
toolset combines machine learning, extensive operational event
data, and heuristic algorithms to dynamically risk-triage threat
events, which directly addresses three distinct issues that place a
significant strain on cybersecurity practitioners today:
1. Automatic Critical Threat Identification
Serious reportable attacks are often hidden in the flood
of security events. Event analysis requires an enormous
commitment of a cyber analyst’s man-hours to manually
investigate threats on only a fraction of applied threat
intelligence. In the era of applied threat intelligence, the event
volumes are beyond a human-only workflow. AI-Analyst prioritizes
the most valuable resource in the security workflow—the expert
human analyst.
2. Cybersecurity Talent Shortage
The industry faces an extreme shortage of cyber analysts. This has
been identified by many organizations as the single most critical
problem in the cyber industry. By leveraging cross-community labor
and cyber information sharing, our CleanINTERNET Service and
AI-Analyst increase the effectiveness of the limited security staff
within an organization.

KEY BENEFITS
AI-Analyst technology uses
machine-learned artificial
intelligence to accelerate
the cyber analyst’s workflow.
Cyber analysts and SOCs are
at least 100X more productive and efficient at identifying and remediating attacks
when they use AI-Analyst.

3. Shorter Time-to-Resolution (TTR)
To limit or prevent damage, cyber analysis must resolve quickly and
accurately. AI technology can dramatically reduce the current cyber workload and time to remediate.
It can even be configured to automatically stop attacks. By listing events ranked by severity and level of
confidence, analysts can cut through the noise and react to the highest priority events.

Centripetal protects your organization from advanced threats by operationalizing intelligence.
CentripetalNetworks.com

Accelerating Productivity of the Cyber Analyst
The scale and speed of the dynamically changing cyber threat attack surface requires a high level of advanced
automation. Being able to effectively filter through the excessive noise and false positives by pure human intervention
is inefficient and overwhelming. By developing complex algorithms, engaging an intelligent knowledge base and
using inference methodology, we are able to instantly sort through the massive amounts of streaming event data and
rapidly prioritize significant threat activity.

“With CleanINTERNET service, our cyber analysts work with advanced intelligence
tools to perform their security functions more effectively and efficiently. By deploying
CleanINTERNET service, along with our AI-Analyst tools, users can offload at least
90% of the enterprise event volume and rapidly target advanced threats where the
expert human analyst is needed.”
Dr. Sean Moore
Chief Technology Officer and AI-Analyst Principal Investigator
Centripetal Networks
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